The variance of a jet's position in latitude is found to be related to its average speed: when a jet becomes stronger, its variability in latitude decreases. This relationship is shown to hold for observed midlatitude jets around the world and also across a hierarchy of numerical models. North Atlantic jet variability is shown to be modulated on decadal time scales, with decades of a strong, steady jet being interspersed with decades of a weak, variable jet. These modulations are also related to variations in the basinwide occurrence of highimpact blocking events. A picture emerges of complex multidecadal jet variability in which recent decades do not appear unusual. An underlying barotropic mechanism is proposed to explain this behavior, related to the change in refractive properties of a jet as it strengthens, and the subsequent effect on the distribution of Rossby wave breaking.
Introduction
Shifts of the jet streams are the dominant source of variability in weather patterns across much of the midlatitudes (e.g., Hurrell and Deser 2009) . Jet shifts are associated with altered storm-track paths and with changes in the regions that experience a mild oceanic influence. Several recent seasons of extreme weather were driven by jet shifts as a proximate cause. In the 2009/10 winter, for example, severe cold over both North America and Eurasia was caused by an extreme southward displacement of the North Atlantic jet, which persisted for most of the winter (Seager et al. 2010) . Just two years later the 2011/12 winter was dominated by an almost unprecedented northward shift of the jet, leading to opposite impacts in many regions (Santos et al. 2013 ).
Such events have led some to ask whether the variability of midlatitude flow has been increasing (e.g., Hanna et al. 2015) . A particular focus has been on the recent period of dramatic sea ice loss, which has been suggested to have weakened the jets and hence made them more susceptible to amplified and persistent wave anomalies (Francis and Vavrus 2012) . While this hypothesis has not been widely supported by observational (Barnes 2013) , theoretical , or modeling studies (Hassanzadeh et al. 2014; Cattiaux et al. 2016; Sellevold et al. 2016) , it has raised interesting questions over how midlatitude variability is expected to alter in response to a change in the mean state.
In this paper we focus not on the wavelike variability along the jets, but instead on the meridional shifting of jets on a regional, ocean-basin scale. These shifts are the physical phenomena underlying many regional teleconnection patterns such as the North Atlantic Oscillation (Athanasiadis et al. 2010 ). We identify a clear link between the speed of a jet and the magnitude of its shifting variability. This link is apparent in a hierarchy of numerical models as well as in observed jets from around the world and across the seasons.
We then focus on the North Atlantic where distinct multidecadal variations of the speed of the jet have been identified . Here we show that these variations were indeed accompanied by changes in the magnitude of shifting variability. We also examine the link with blocking, a synoptic pattern that is often linked with high-impact weather on the weekly time scale (e.g., Buehler et al. 2011) . Blocking over the North Atlantic is strongly linked to jet variability. For example, the recent unusual jet winters also exhibited strong but distinct blocking anomalies, with the 2009/10 jet being shifted south of blocking over Greenland and the 2011/12 jet shifted north of blocking over southwest Europe (Santos et al. 2013) . Hence, we show that decadal increases in jet position variability are linked to increased blocking over both Greenland and parts of Europe. These basinwide variations in blocking have been implicated in contributing to multidecadal ocean variability (Häkkinen et al. 2011) .
Finally, based on the observational and modeling evidence we suggest a theoretical mechanism to explain the link between the speed of a jet and its variability in position.
Observed and simulated midlatitude jet behavior
We begin with analysis of the North Atlantic jet using the approach of Woollings et al. (2010) . This entails using the low-level (850 hPa) zonal wind to identify the location of the eddy-driven jet as distinct from the subtropical jet, which is solely an upper-tropospheric feature. The daily mean wind is averaged over the sector 08-608W and 10-day low-pass filtered before the latitude of maximum wind is identified [see Woollings et al. (2010) for more details]. The thick black lines in Fig. 1 have been derived by applying this method to ERA-Interim (Dee et al. 2011) , in both winter and summer. The daily jet latitude has been binned according to the speed of the jet, and the lines show the standard deviation of the jet latitude in each bin. Hence, in both seasons the weaker jet speeds are associated with larger variability in the jet latitude.
This relationship is not a trivial consequence of averaging. If the jet shifts strongly during a given period then the average over the period will be a broad, weak FIG. 1. Observed and modeled eddy-driven jet analysis using the method of Woollings et al. (2010) applied to 850-hPa zonal wind over the North Atlantic. Each line shows the standard deviation of daily jet latitude when the data are binned according to the jet speed (percentiles, with a bin width of 10%). Solid lines are for winter, dashed lines for summer. Observational results are from ERA-Interim over the period 1979 . The model simulations (1981 are from different global coupled versions (GC2 or GC3) and resolutions (N96 and N216) and are either coupled or atmosphere only (AMIP).
jet, which is consistent with the relationship shown. However, both our jet latitude and speed diagnostics are derived by following the maximum wind in daily data, so our results do not simply reflect averaging in this way.
The colored lines in Fig. 1 present the same analysis applied to several different recent versions of the Met Office climate model (e.g., Williams et al. 2015) . The dependence of jet latitude variability on jet speed is very robust, occurring clearly in each model version, at each resolution, and regardless of whether the atmospheric model is coupled to an ocean or not. The overall structure of behavior is well simulated by the model. It appears to slightly underestimate this dependence in winter and overestimate it in summer, although internal variability may not be adequately accounted for here, at least in the winter when the observed curves are less clearly distinct from the model ensemble.
As a summary of observed wintertime jet behavior in other regions we show two-dimensional distributions of the daily jet latitude and speed diagnostics in Fig. 2 . Similar plots, albeit based on considerably less data, were shown by Cressman (1950) . The regions were chosen as representative of different jet configurations observed, including the split and single jets in the South Pacific and Atlantic sectors, respectively. In this index the North Atlantic jet exhibits a trimodal structure in jet latitude, with the strongest wind speeds occurring when the jet is in its central position, in agreement with Woollings et al. (2010) . The jet speed is weaker on average when the jet is displaced to its northern or southern position. The two-dimensional distribution for the South Atlantic jet shows a triangular shape, which will be seen to occur in other cases as well. This indicates a relationship consistent with Fig. 1 : while weak jets can occur over a wide range of latitudes, strong jets preferentially occur in the center of the latitude range, near the climatological jet position. This behavior is only somewhat evident in the South Pacific, where the distribution is complicated by the split jet structure that occurs over the New Zealand sector (Inatsu and Hoskins 2006) . The North Pacific, however, is the case that least fits the general pattern, in that the strongest jets occur at the southern end of the latitude range. This likely reflects the pinning of the eddy-driven jet to the strong subtropical jet in this region (e.g., Nakamura and Sampe 2002; Eichelberger and Hartmann 2007) . Corresponding distributions for the local summer seasons are shown in Fig. 3 . These generally do show a somewhat triangular-shaped distribution, as in the South Atlantic winter case, indicating that the stronger jets occupy only the middle of the range of jet latitudes. Hence, observed jets in many regions show a reduced range of latitudinal positions when they strengthen. The exceptions to this behavior are related to specific winter cases involving interaction with a local subtropical jet.
By comparing Figs. 2 and 3 it is clear that summertime jets exhibit a smaller range of latitudes than wintertime jets, even though they are weaker. This contrast is likely a result of several different factors, such as the jets being located farther poleward, the baroclinic eddy driving being weaker, and the wave-breaking length scales being shorter (Feldstein 2007; Barnes and Polvani 2013; Woollings et al. 2014) .
The jet identification method of Woollings et al. (2010) is relatively simplistic, using sector-averaged lowlevel flow that could be affected by orography. It also features a strong constraint that each day is uniquely identified with one jet maximum. Next we apply the method of Spensberger et al. (2017) to provide an alternative approach to the identification of jets. This method identifies local jet events as a function of both latitude and longitude based on a sign change of the wind shear on the 2-PVU surface (1 PVU 5 10 26 K kg 21 m 2 s 21 ), so that upper-level jets of a subtropical origin are identified as well as those that are eddy-driven or mixed. The method is applied directly to instantaneous 6-hourly data. The results are shown in Fig. 4 , where the frequency of jet events is shown conditioned on their strength. This metric shows very similar behavior to that seen in Figs. 2 and 3: Weaker jets are seen to occur over a wide range of latitudes, but as the speed is increased the distributions contract around the climatological jet axes. This shows that the results shown so far are not artifacts of the zonally averaged or uniqueness properties of the Woollings et al. (2010) method. As another test, the basic result for the North Atlantic has been successfully reproduced using an approach following Archer and Caldeira (2008) , which is thought to be less sensitive to noise in the zonal wind profile (using a mass-weighted integral of the zonal wind to define the jet center; not shown). One particularly interesting aspect of Fig. 4 is that the subtropical jet over Asia exhibits similar behavior to the jets over the ocean basins. In this case the strongest jets occur just to the north of the climatological jet axis, which is shown by the blue lines. Weaker jets, however, are found either side of this region, covering a much wider range of latitudes. This provides some evidence that the inverse relationship between jet speed and the variability of jet latitude is a general property of atmospheric jets and, in particular, that it is not dependent on the presence of local baroclinic growth or diabatic effects (e.g., Li and Wettstein 2012; Papritz and Spengler 2015) . While baroclinic eddies are often important in the storm-track regions, the fundamental mechanism for this relationship is more likely related to barotropic effects such as wave refraction or breaking, which can occur in purely subtropical as well as eddy-driven jets.
Jet behavior in idealized models
The previous section identified an inverse relationship between the speed of a jet and its variability in latitude. Given that this relationship is seen in many different regions and is well reproduced in a climate model, we now investigate whether it is also seen in simpler models. Idealized models often help to isolate the key physical processes and dependencies in a problem and put realistic features in a broader context (Held 2005) .
We begin with a dry dynamical core model of the type that has been used to investigate many aspects of the large-scale atmospheric circulation. Specifically, we use simulations of the GFDL spectral dynamical core model performed by McGraw and Barnes (2016) . The model was run at T42 horizontal resolution with 20 horizontal levels and zonally symmetric boundary conditions with no orography. Forcing was adapted from Held and Suarez (1994) to generate fixed forcing patterns representative of different seasons. The jet variability is characterized by identifying the maximum of the zonalmean zonal wind on the 775-hPa surface and then fitting a second-order polynomial through the maximum, as in McGraw and Barnes (2016) .
The lower panel of Fig. 5 shows the dependence of jet latitude variability on jet speed, in a similar format to Fig. 1 . As before, there is a clear decrease in jet latitude variability when the jet is stronger, and this is seen for each of the four seasonal integrations. The standard deviation of latitude decreases from approximately 58 to approximately 38 of latitude as the jet speed increases. These magnitudes are weaker than the regional case in Fig. 1 , as might be expected for zonal mean flow. Despite this, a very similar structure is apparent: the jet latitude variability decreases monotonically with increasing jet speed, but at a smaller rate for stronger jets. These results show that this relationship is not restricted to regional jets, but is also evident in the zonal mean flow in a zonally symmetric setting.
One factor that should be considered is whether the mean position of the jet changes as its speed increases. Such a mean change in latitude might be expected to influence the variability in latitude (Barnes and Polvani 2013; Garfinkel et al. 2013 ) and hence could indicate an underlying mechanism. However, this does not appear to be the case. The upper panel of strengthens, but this drift is generally weak (the October state stands out as being particularly sensitive in this regard). As we progress through the percentiles of jet speed there are instances when the jet latitude variability clearly decreases while the mean latitude is unchanged. This is in agreement with the observed results in Figs. 2-4, where the means of the jet latitude distributions are not seen to vary strongly with jet speed.
Next we consider an even simpler model, a nonlinear barotropic vorticity equation model on the sphere, forced by stochastic stirring in all zonal wavenumbers $ 4 to represent the effect of storm-track eddies. Rossby waves are generated and propagate away from the stirring region, accelerating a jet at the stirring latitude (Vallis et al. 2004 ). The jet can be imposed at any latitude by simply varying the latitude of the stirring, as in Barnes et al. (2010) . This model has proved useful in disentangling the different dynamical feedbacks that influence jet variability (e.g., Barnes and Thompson 2014) . Figure 6 shows the dependence of jet latitude variability on jet speed for a range of simulations with different central stirring latitudes. For simulations in which the jet is located in the midlatitudes (i.e., poleward of about 308N), the jet latitude variability decreases with jet speed in a very similar manner to the previous results. Even the magnitude of this dependency is very similar to that in the dry dynamical core model of Fig. 5 . Since the barotropic model contains a very limited set of physical processes, this result has immediate consequences: there is a basic underlying mechanism for this behavior that is not dependent on the details of the baroclinic flow or the storm tracks. In this model the statistics of the stirring do not change as the jet varies, so the result does not arise from any feedback between the stirring and the jet. However, the feedbacks between the jet and the eddies that result from stirring are fundamental to the variability, as will be discussed in section 5.
Focusing now on the low-latitude jet cases (i.e., those equatorward of about 308 in Fig. 6 ), we observe a striking contrast to the midlatitude results. For each of the jets located in the deep tropics, the jet latitude variability is entirely insensitive to the jet speed. Hence, we have identified an essential ingredient for our relationship to emerge: we require only a barotropic jet driven by statistically stationary stirring, so long as the jet is located in a domain of extratropical spherical geometry.
There are two clear consequences of this. The first is that we can rule out other seemingly trivial potential mechanisms. For example, it is possible that a weak jet is identified at a broader range of latitudes simply because the wind profile is flatter, and hence the jet latitude identified is more sensitive to noise in the data. An additional possibility is that the presence of a climatological mean jet at a particular latitude might bias the detection algorithms such that stronger jets are found at that latitude. It is possible that one or another of these effects plays a role in our statistics in some of the cases we examine. However, if either of these was the underlying reason for the relationship between jet speed and variability in latitude, then it should operate on tropical jets as well as those in the extratropics. The balance of evidence from the different methods and models, and from the dynamical analysis of the observed flow below, suggests that the relationship arises from a dynamical mechanism rather than as an artifact of the analyses. The second consequence of the dependence on extratropical spherical geometry in this model is that it is very likely that this dynamical mechanism relies somehow on the characteristics of Rossby wave propagation and breaking. This will be pursued further in section 5.
Before moving on, we briefly address one detail of the barotropic model experiments. Closer inspection of Fig. 6 reveals a nonmonotonic dependence on the stirring latitude. That is, the curves shift steadily up the chart as the stirring moves poleward to 508, but then the curves move back down again. The reason for this behavior is explained, at least in part, by the changes in the mean jet speed as the jet moves poleward. This can be seen in Fig. 7 , which shows the jet latitude variability for each simulation plotted against the mean jet speed. This shows that the average jet speed decreases as the stirring moves poleward to 458, but beyond this the speed increases in the 508 and 558 runs before decreasing again at 608. Figure 7 also highlights the inverse relationship between jet speed and jet latitude across the simulations; that is, simulations with a stronger mean jet tend to have weaker variability in jet latitude. However, Barnes and Hartmann (2011) argued that this was due to changes in the jet latitude, and thus spherical geometry, rather than a direct relationship between jet speed and variability. In section 5 we propose a mechanism involving wave propagation and breaking that may account for both of these phenomena.
North Atlantic decadal variability
In this section we focus on the North Atlantic where there is a great deal of literature on decadal atmospheric variability (e.g., Pinto and Raible 2012) . Much of this decadal variability is associated with variations in the speed, rather than the latitude, of the eddy-driven jet , which makes this region a natural place to focus on here. It has the additional benefit of a relatively good observational coverage over the twentieth century. In this paper we present diagnostics of jet variability and also blocking activity over the last century from both of the existing long reanalysis datasets. Most of the results are derived from the NOAA Twentieth Century Reanalysis (20CR; Compo et al. 2011). The reanalysis was generated by assimilating surface pressure data only. To estimate the uncertainty, an ensemble approach was taken, and here we apply our analyses to each individual member, only averaging across the ensemble at the final stage. Woollings et al. (2014) used 20CR to analyze eddy-driven jet variability, finding that the variability in the North Atlantic is indeed better constrained by observations than in other regions. First, we use the daily indices of jet latitude and speed derived from 20CR by Woollings et al. (2014) . To characterize decadal variability in the jet speed we take the mean of the jet speed over an 11-yr running window. The analysis is performed season by season and is shown as red lines in Fig. 8 . The decadal variations in winter jet speed are as presented by Woollings et al. (2014) , and these are the variations underlying decadal variability in the winter NAO . Decadal variability is also clear in other seasons, and in all cases the spread across the ensemble is low. Some fraction of the decadal variability may emerge from internal atmospheric variability as so-called climate noise (e.g., Deser et al. 2017) . There is also evidence that some of the decadal jet variability might be driven by external factors such as ocean circulation (Gastineau and Frankignoul 2012; Sutton and Dong 2012) ; this is not investigated further in this paper, but there is some discussion at the end of this section. Note that the summer and autumn series in particular exhibit longterm trends that may arise from inhomogeneities in the reanalysis data.
Based on the results of previous sections, we anticipate that these decadal variations in jet speed might be associated with variations in the variance of jet latitude. To test this we take the standard deviation of the jet latitude index within the 11-yr running window. The standard deviation is taken across the 11 seasons of daily values and so combines intraseasonal and interannual variability on all time scales shorter than 11 years. The resulting time series are shown as blue lines in Fig. 8 . As for the jet speed, the spread across the ensemble is smaller than the decadal variability. In each season this running variability measure is clearly anticorrelated with the decadal mean speed of the jet, so that the jet latitude will be anomalously variable during a decade when the mean jet speed is weak. This is in agreement with the general relationship between jet speed and jet latitude variability identified in this paper. Correlation values after linear detrending of the time series are given in the figure for each season. Detrending the time series removes the potentially artificial drift in some seasons and makes the correlation values more consistent across seasons (from r ; 20.6 to 20.7). As before, correlations were performed for each ensemble member separately before taking the ensemble mean.
We also apply the same diagnostics to the ECMWF Twentieth Century Reanalysis (ERA20C) of Poli et al. (2016) . This covers the period 1900-2010 and was generated in a similar manner to 20CR, by assimilating only surface pressure and marine wind observations. The ERA20C results (dotted lines in Fig. 8) show some disagreement with 20CR, for example, in the absolute values in some cases and also in some of the long-term trends. The general decadal variability is similar, however, and as before the jet speed and jet latitude variability are anticorrelated in each season. All correlations are stronger than 20.5, with the one exception of the spring series from ERA20C. Hence, this second long reanalysis product supports the results obtained from 20CR.
As a further test of this result, we show in Fig. 9 a similar analysis of 20CR using the jet detection method of Spensberger et al. (2017) , as used in Fig. 4 . To recap, this method identifies localized jet events via tropopause level wind shear, hence avoiding errors associated with zonal averaging or tilted jets, for example. Owing to data restrictions, this analysis was performed on the 250-hPa surface rather than 2 PVU. In addition to the identification algorithm, differences from Fig. 8 might be expected to arise from the use of upper-level data. This means that subtropical jets are included in this analysis, whereas they are excluded by the Woollings et al. (2010) method. In addition, the upper troposphere is expected to be less well constrained by the surface observations than the lower-tropospheric data used by Woollings et al. (2010) . Indeed, the spread across the ensemble is slightly larger in Fig. 9 than Fig. 8 , although this spread is still weaker than the decadal variability. Despite these expected differences, there are several common features between the two figures, particularly on the decadal scale. There are also larger centennial trends in Fig. 9 and a couple of suspicious discontinuities around the middle of the data period when the number of observations changes rapidly (Compo et al. 2011 ). The correlation values vary more strongly between the seasons, though as before these are made more consistent by detrending. The exception is the summer season, which shows an unrealistic step change in jet latitude variability and hence the detrended series are uncorrelated. Excluding summer the detrended correlation values are in the range from r ; 20.4 to 20.6. Overall, this analysis lends support to the existence of a link on the decadal time scale between the speed of the jet and its variability in latitude, despite the challenges associated with FIG. 9 . As in Fig. 8 , but based on the jet identification method of Spensberger et al. (2017) . All points along all jet axes in the Atlantic sector (208-908N, 708W-108E) at the relevant times are combined into one array before calculating the mean and standard deviation.
constraining upper-tropospheric gradients in the early decades of 20CR.
We now complement the jet analyses with diagnostics of atmospheric blocking in 20CR. Blocking is an often high-impact weather pattern in which the prevailing westerly winds and storm systems are blocked by a persistent, usually anticyclonic, anomaly (Rex 1950) . Blocking often arises from the breaking of Rossby waves, which leads to a reversal of the normal equatorward gradient of geopotential height (Pelly and Hoskins 2003) . Blocking is of interest not only for its association with high-impact weather, but also for its close link with jet variability on multiple time scales (Croci-Maspoli et al. 2007; Gollan et al. 2015) . A particular motivation of the work here is the study of Häkkinen et al. (2011) , who identified decadal variations in North Atlantic blocking that appeared related to variations in ocean circulation (see also Davini et al. 2015; Gray et al. 2016) . Their mechanism relates to blocking activity integrated over a wide North Atlantic/ European region, which we anticipate is linked to variations in the amount of jet latitude variability. Following their study we focus on wintertime blocking, though we have also performed this analysis for summer. This gave somewhat similar results but with weaker correlations. We note that, in our diagnostic at least, there is very little summer blocking over the North Atlantic.
We use the Scherrer et al. (2006) approach to identify blocking based on a reversal of the geopotential height gradient at 500 hPa. Time and space scales are imposed to ensure the events are persistent, large-scale, and stationary. Hence, this index identifies high-impact synoptic events rather than necessarily jet variability in general. As in our other analyses, this method is applied separately to each individual ensemble member of 20CR. The resulting climatology of blocking over the North Atlantic is shown in Fig. 10c . This identifies two dominant centers of blocking occurrence, one over Greenland and the other over northwest Europe. This index is used because it is very convenient to apply to large datasets and will capture blocking events. However, it is recognized that it also captures other phenomena such as small fluctuations in the southwestnortheast-sloping subtropical Atlantic ridge.
Motivated by Häkkinen et al. (2011) we perform an EOF analysis of the winter-mean blocking frequency, and the first two EOF patterns are shown in Figs. 10a and 10b. The first EOF consists of a dipole in blocking occurrence between mid-and high latitudes. The associated time series is correlated with both the NAO and the mean jet latitude (not shown). This reflects wellknown associations in the literature: Greenland blocking is associated with a southward jet shift in a classical NAO2 pattern (Woollings et al. 2008) , while blocking over western Europe is often associated with a northward shift of the jet (Davini et al. 2012) .
Here, we focus on the second EOF, in which blocking over Greenland, Iceland, and northwestern Europe covaries. This is very similar to the blocking pattern that Häkkinen et al. (2011) identified as corresponding to the second EOF of wind stress curl. As in their paper, it correlates well with a simple average of blocking frequency over the northern North Atlantic (not shown). Figure 11 shows the principal component time series of EOF2 in blue. This is found to correlate well with the 11-yr running standard deviation of jet latitude from Fig. 8 , which is shown in black. Hence, the decadal modulations of jet variability we identified are linked with variations in the occurrence of blocking averaged over the northern North Atlantic. As described above, blocking over Greenland is commonly associated with a southward shifted jet, while blocking over Scandinavia and the British Isles is more often associated with a northward shifted jet. A decade exhibiting a positive EOF2 pattern will feature enhanced blocking over both of these regions, and hence enhanced occurrence of both southward and northward shifted jet events. This is consistent with an increase in jet variability, as is seen to coincide with the positive EOF2 of blocking. Figure 11 also shows the negative of the mean jet speed (in orange). As expected from earlier results, this indicates covariability with a weaker jet corresponding to enhanced basinwide blocking and strong variability in jet position. Correlations between blocking and the jet time series peak at lag zero with r ; 0:8 (not shown), which is significant at the 95% level (there is a small variation of order 0.05 between ensemble members). Häkkinen et al. (2011) associated a decadal-scale increase in blocking over both Greenland and Europe with a weakening of the climatological wind stress curl pattern. This appears to lead to weaker gyre circulations and increased northward transport of warm subtropical water to higher latitudes. Here we show that this situation is also associated with a weaker mean jet speed and an increase in the variability of jet latitude, a factor that has also been linked to increased exchange of water masses between the gyres (Czaja 2009).
Barotropic mechanism
In this section we propose a possible mechanism to explain the inverse relation between the strength of a jet and its variability in latitude. Since this relationship has been shown to hold for midlatitude jets in the barotropic model, we suggest that there is an underlying barotropic mechanism. Baroclinic eddy growth may, of course, play a role in modifying the behavior in more realistic cases, but we focus here on a mechanism that can explain the behavior across our model hierarchy.
We follow the approach of Barnes and Hartmann (2011) , who diagnosed a negative feedback acting on the jet when it strengthens. In the barotropic model, when the jet is stronger the waves become more trapped in the jet, as in Hoskins and Ambrizzi (1993) . Since the waves are less able to propagate out of the jet, there is a weakening of the momentum convergence into the jet, and this acts to weaken it. Hence, a negative feedback is realized, whereby the original anomaly in jet speed is weakened.
Motivated by these results, we propose a hypothesis to explain the changes in jet latitude variability. This variability is closely associated with the breaking of Rossby waves on either side of the jet. Wave breaking acts to decelerate the zonal wind locally (e.g., Edmon et al. 1980; Strong and Magnusdottir 2008) , and hence breaking on the equatorward flank of the jet pushes it poleward, and vice versa. This mechanism has been diagnosed in barotropic (Barnes and Hartmann 2012) and baroclinic (Kunz et al. 2009 ) idealized models as well as in observations (Benedict et al. 2004; Rivière and Orlanski 2007) . Strong variability in jet latitude therefore arises in a configuration where large-scale breaking occurs relatively often on both flanks of the jet, since there will be periods of poleward breaking and persistent equatorward jet shifts (e.g., Woollings et al. 2008) but also equatorward breaking and persistent poleward shifts (e.g., Davini et al. 2012 ). Our hypothesis is therefore that the variability in jet latitude is reduced when the wave breaking occurs predominantly on one side of the jet. The preference for the turning of waves (rather than breaking) on the poleward flank of midlatitude jets then naturally suggests this concentration of wave breaking will occur on the equatorward side. The proposed importance of the poleward turning latitude is also supported by the barotropic model results, as only the midlatitude jet cases exhibit a relevant poleward turning latitude, and it is these that show the relationship between jet speed and jet latitude variability. For evidence in support of this hypothesis we return to the observed flow in the North Atlantic sector, because the decadal variability is a focus of this paper. Similar analysis for the barotropic model is presented in Barnes and Hartmann (2011) . Using monthly data from ERAInterim, we compare diagnostics of Rossby wave refraction and breaking in strong and weak jet periods. These periods were defined by zonally averaging the 700-900-hPa zonal wind over 08-608W and compositing the 25% of months with the strongest and weakest winds. These sets match those of the strongest and weakest jets according to the Woollings et al. (2010) index (not shown). There is no significant difference in the mean jet latitude of the two sets, though the weak jet set has a considerably greater spread of jet latitudes (not shown), as expected from the results of section 2.
As shown by Hoskins and Karoly (1981) , changes in the propagation of Rossby waves can be understood using the stationary wavenumber, defined as
Here f is the latitude, u is the westerly zonal wind speed, with [ ] denoting a sector zonal average, and c is the wave phase speed. The term b* is the meridional gradient of absolute vorticity on the sphere, given by
where V and a are the angular velocity and radius of Earth, respectively. The term K* acts like an index of refraction for Rossby waves, so that the wave paths are bent toward higher values of K*. Figure 12 shows the latitudinal profiles of the composite 300-hPa zonal wind (08-608W) and the K* diagnostic calculated from it. Upper-level wind such as this is most appropriate for deriving K*, though note that the wind at this level includes a contribution from the subtropical jet, hence the lack of a distinct midlatitude wind maximum in the weak jet case. In calculating K* some choice of phase speed c has to be made. Here, we choose a range of values of c to indicate uncertainty in K*, and it is only on the flanks of the jet that these uncertainty ranges do not overlap. In the strong wind case in particular, K* is undefined for some latitudes, when either b* or [u] 2 c is negative, indicating linear wave propagation is not permitted according to the theory.
In the stronger wind case K* is decreased at most latitudes, particularly strongly on the flanks of the jet. These changes are qualitatively similar to those seen by Barnes and Hartmann (2011) in the barotropic model, suggesting that the same mechanism is acting in the observations as in the model. Decomposition of K* into its constituents (not shown) indicates that the change in b* is crucial for the decrease in K* on the jet flanks. This arises from the increased sharpness of the jet that affects the meridional relative vorticity gradient. The decrease in K* on the jet flanks means that only the longest waves are able to propagate out of the jet. The poleward-moving waves are particularly strongly affected, since the trapping of waves is inherently easier on the poleward side of the jet due to the spherical geometry. The associated changes in wave breaking are shown in Fig. 13 . These diagnostics are derived from ERAInterim (Sprenger et al. 2017 ) using the method of Wernli and Sprenger (2007) , which is based on the identification of potential vorticity streamers on isentropic surfaces. The wave breaking is shown at 320 and 340 K. At 320 K, most of the breaking will be cyclonic in nature and occur on the poleward side of the jet. In contrast, the breaking at 340 K will be largely anticyclonic and lie on the equatorward side of the jet (see Martius et al. 2007, their Fig. 5 ). The blocking diagnostics shown in section 4 are often related to wave breaking; however, the diagnostics in Fig. 13 are more general. All occurrences of wave breaking should be detected, without necessarily satisfying the rigorous time and space scales that we associate with blocking. Hence, transient events, which are often associated with significant momentum and vorticity fluxes, also contribute to these statistics.
As hypothesized, Fig. 13 shows systematic changes in the distribution of wave breaking as the jet strengthens. In the weak wind composite there is relatively frequent wave breaking on both sides of the jet. As hypothesized, however, these breaking events do not generally occur at the same time; simultaneous breaking on both sides of the jet was found to occur on less than 5% of the days in this set (not shown). Moving to the climatology, and then the strong wind composite, the frequency of poleward, cyclonic wave breaking is greatly reduced while the equatorward, anticyclonic breaking becomes more frequent. Very little cyclonic wave breaking remains in the strong wind composite, and what little there is occurs in a limited band of latitudes on the jet flank. Hence, the strong jet case, with weak variability in jet latitude, is indeed associated with a highly asymmetric distribution of wave breaking dominated by the equatorward region. Enhanced wave breaking on the equatorward side of the jet is consistent with enhanced convergence of eddy momentum flux into a stronger jet (e.g., Strong and Davis 2008; Woollings et al. 2015) . Note that this is a different situation from some recent high-impact strong jet events where breaking occurred on both sides of the jet (e.g., Pinto et al. 2014) . It is also distinct from the pattern of wave breaking that typically accompanies the NAO in this index, which was presented by Martius et al. (2007) .
Schematics of our proposed mechanism are presented in Fig. 14 , following those of Hoskins and Ambrizzi (1993) . In the weak jet case, synoptic waves of wavenumber k are generated within the jet and propagate both poleward and equatorward. The equatorwardmoving waves are able to propagate out of the jet and either break in the subtropics or are otherwise dissipated in the tropics. The poleward-moving waves eventually reach their turning latitude where k 5 K*, at which point FIG. 13 . Zonal wind (900-700 hPa) and Rossby wave-breaking frequency (%) for the (a) weak and (b) strong wind composites and (c) the climatology. The wave breaking is given on isentropic surfaces of 320 (dashed) and 340 K (solid).
their wave vectors point due east and hence the waves are turned to propagate equatorward again. Not all poleward-moving waves reach the turning latitude, however. Owing to the weak relative vorticity gradient, this turning latitude is set largely by the planetary vorticity gradient, and hence there is a large region of weak westerly winds poleward of the jet maximum where waves can propagate. This region is favorable for cyclonic wave breaking, and hence the state supports relatively frequent wave breaking on both sides of the jet, leading to strong variability in jet latitude.
In the strong jet case, the poleward turning latitude has moved closer to the jet, as a result of the strong relative vorticity gradients on the jet flank. The region favorable for cyclonic wave breaking has been considerably reduced, such that very few waves break in this region. The vast majority are instead turned to propagate equatorward and add to the wave activity on the equatorward side of the jet. These waves generally break anticyclonically at the downstream end of the Atlantic jet. Applying the K* diagnostic to the downstream region only (08-308W; not shown) indicates clear potential for breaking there, rather than the reflection suggested by the low K* values in the subtropics in Fig. 12 , and the schematic reflects this. The strong jet state therefore lacks the variety in wave-breaking location that leads to a variable jet latitude. The preference for equatorward wave breaking in this state could also explain the small poleward shift of stronger jets in the dynamical core model (Fig. 5) .
Comparing this picture with the observational results, a notable exception to this behavior is the North Pacific jet in winter. This jet is both strong and at the same time locked in an equatorward position with wave breaking largely on its poleward side. This exception can be understood as a consequence of the very strong subtropical driving of the jet in this case (Li and Wettstein 2012) , a factor that is not included in the mechanism proposed here.
Discussion
We have documented a general relationship: when a jet gets stronger, its variability in latitudinal position is reduced. This is observed in midlatitude jets around the world using two very different jet identification methods and is exhibited across the model hierarchy from stateof-the-art climate models down to a zonally symmetric barotropic model. Although not examined here, this relationship is also consistent with the transition to a stronger, more stable North Atlantic jet during the Last Glacial Maximum (Li and Battisti 2008; Rivière et al. 2010; Merz et al. 2015 ). An additional potential application of this work is to understanding climate model biases; our results suggest that a mean state bias in jet strength could impact the jet variability in the model.
We suggest an underlying barotropic mechanism for this behavior: a stronger jet gives enhanced refraction of Rossby waves, which are particularly well trapped on the poleward flank of the jet due to the spherical geometry and the change in the wind profile. A meridional asymmetry in the distribution of wave breaking develops, with most breaking occurring on the equatorward flank of the jet and very little on the poleward flank. Hence, the variety in wave-breaking location, a key source of jet variability, is greatly reduced.
FIG. 14. Schematics of weak and strong jet states, showing K* as a thin line (as a function of latitude) and wave paths as thick lines (in the latitude-longitude plane). The evolution of a wave with wavenumber k can be inferred by starting in the jet and following the dashed lines meridionally to the latitude where k 5 K*. This sets the position of the turning latitude for wavenumber k. AWB and CWB stand for anticyclonic and cyclonic wave breaking, respectively. The thin blue line in the strong jet panel represents the K* profile in the weak jet case.
Several factors point toward such a mechanism: the relationship is seen in midlatitude jets in the barotropic model and is also observed in the subtropical jet over Asia where baroclinic storm-track processes are not active. It remains possible that baroclinic processes may play a role in some cases, perhaps by amplifying flow anomalies as in Barnes and Thompson (2014) . It is also possible that some mechanism exists whereby a change in jet latitude variability affects the mean speed of the jet (i.e., in the opposite direction to our proposed mechanism). We have shown, however, that the results are not a consequence of temporal or spatial averaging that might be expected to give a trivial relationship of this nature.
Decadal variability in the North Atlantic also reflects this relationship, with decadal changes in jet speed modulating the amount of variability in latitude and also the basinwide occurrence of blocking. A novel aspect of this link is the importance of integrated blocking activity over a large region. This combines blocks of different types and different mean flow configurations, which contrasts with the use of fixed spatial patterns such as the NAO. Similarly, in terms of both the jet and the Rossby wave-breaking distributions, the decadal variability is manifested as changes in the amount of variety in flow configuration. These characteristics may help to explain the noted variability in the structure of teleconnection patterns on multidecadal time scales (Raible et al. 2006 .
It is likely that atmosphere-ocean coupling plays a role in decadal variability in the North Atlantic sector (e.g., O'Reilly et al. 2016 ). For example, Woollings et al. (2015) found that decadal jet speed variability in a highresolution climate model was consistent with driving from subpolar gyre SST anomalies. Any ocean variability that strengthens the meridional temperature gradient across the storm track is likely to strengthen the jet (Brayshaw et al. 2011; Baker et al. 2017) .
As discussed in the introduction, there is a rapidly growing body of literature suggesting that recent extreme events have occurred partly because of emerging anthropogenic effects such as amplified Arctic warming. Our results show that the variability of Atlantic jet position itself varies on decadal time scales. For example, the variability of wintertime jet latitude has increased over the last two decades, as the mean jet speed has weakened. However, this reflects the jet reverting to a more normal state after being unusually strong and steady around the 1980s and 1990s. In no season, according to our diagnostics, was the jet more variable in recent decades than in any earlier period. This highlights the importance of a long-time-scale perspective when analyzing recent events. It will be harder to attribute changes in variability over a short period to external driving if the level of jet variability is modulated on decadal time scales.
